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System administrator / DevOps / Project Manager
Summary
A young System administrator and DevOps engineer. I have been working on both roles over the past 3
years and continue to do it. During the journey, I added freelancing in my career book. Working for
someone may feel really good but working for yourself is always the best choice. My last adventure is
related to IT project management. I have always been on the technical side of the things but I decided
to make my move on the other side. Still, the end goal is far, far away. Right now you will find me in the
middle between technology and management. Both of them on their own aren't as exciting as when
they meet together. I constantly strive to understand and balance both, so that I can create useful and
meaningful things for people.

Work experience
02.2019 - Present

DevOps Engineer

Acronis
Responsible for creating Jenkins pipeline and automate day to day manual tasks using it. Creating
reliable and fast monitoring using Prometheus and visualizing the data in Grafana. Deployments
through Ansible. Linux environment.
Project coordinator/manager role for migrations.

06.2017 - 01.2019

System Administrator

AXSMarine
Linux, UNIX, AWS, Azure, Multi-master DB clustering, Scripting, Monitoring, Virtualization, Loadbalancing, Networking, Security

12.2015 - 06.2017

DevOps Engineer

Axway
CI/CD Pipelines, Jenkins, Maven, Nexus, JFrog, Grafana stack, Security, Virtualization, Project
coordination

05.2015 - 11.2015

Systems Engineer

eFellows
Engineering consulting, Virtualization, Installation, configuration, migration, deployment and
testing of complex infrastructures. Primary Windows based servers, less Linux.

05.2013 - 04.2015

Software Consultant

Global System Solution
Provide application support, training for users, team lead and intern mentor.

Area of Expertise
System administration

Proven record of my skillset administering enterprise infrastructures.

DevOps
Completely familiar with all DevOps principals and best practices. Fully
understanding CI/CD approaches.

Project management
Leading teams and projects from different areas - medical, software, marketing.

Education
10.2017 - Present

IT Project Management

New Bulgarian Univerisity
Project management fundamentals, Risk management, HR, Leadership, Cybersecurity, Software
Architectures

10.2012 - 02.2018

Networking Technologies, Networking administration

New Bulgarian University
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